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SYNOPSIS 

The comp/o.'l( ily of the minina and melallurgical operations o f Ncllanga Consolidated Copper Mines, Limited, 
has made: it ne.:essary to use computer-assisted planning: lC'Chniques in order to maximi2e cOPpe.!" production 
ami marginal contribution to profit. The most 3ucce.ssful of the Group Production Scheduling systems utilized 
linear programming 10 optiroizc: the concentrate routing only. This third-generation system wu commissioned in 
March, 1968. 

It had become necessary by March, 1970, to expand the long-term planning activities and to take into 
account new mines and new concentrate trenlment schemes. Technical difficulties nnd manpower limitations 
made it impossible 10 expand the third-generation system, and it was dcdded to construct a new 
Group Production Scheduling system using only linear programming. 

The plant models in the new fourth-aeneralion system are based on data available from the monthly reports 
of the metallurgical pl'\nts. The models consist of mfIM balances and empirical relatiol'lSrups. Matrix coefficient 
assignment and management ~port:s are produced using a Report Generator Language designed for 
linear programnling data files. The deve!opmelll of Ihis s~tem is an example of a user appli<:al ion of a system 
package. 

INTRODUCTION 

Nchauga Consolidated Copper Mines, Limited, has been using 
computer systems to aid production planning since 1965. 
The system described in this paper is tbe fourth generation of 
these computer systems, which are called Group Production 
Scheduling systems. The previous systems have been 
described by Oxford, et aJ (1965), Wil tiams. et of ( 1969 and 
1970) and Williams (1970). T he evolution of each new 
generation of system was a result of accumulated experience 
and the change iD questions posed by management concerning 
the best strategy for operation of the company. 

The four generations of systems have boon used to supply 
management with an increasingly extensive calculation 
service. This expansion reflects the increasing confidence of 
the company in its use of mathematical models and computer 
systems. The Group Production Scheduling systems have been 
used for: 

(i) Estil1l.lting production, assummg fixed production 
rOUles. 

(0) Estimating productiOJl, assuming flex ible routing of 
incremental concentrate arisiogs. 

(iiJ) Guiding stockpiling policy during a period of full mining 
but insufficient smelter capacity. 

(iv) Establlshing the official production targets for the 
coming year. 

(v) Estimating production cach month for tbe next month 
and next quarter. 

(vi) Estimating the yearly production for the next five years. 
(vii) Evaluating the terms for exchange or toll treatment of 

coocentrntes. 
(viii) Evaluating proposals for ocw plant. new capacities, 

new processes, etc. 
(i;,:) lndicating the effects on the operations of the company 

resultiug from any change in the production complex. 

Computer-assisted planning techniques have been necessary 
because of the complexity of the mining and metaJlurgical 
operations of the company. These operations are expanding 
and becoming even more complex because of the development 
of alternative processing routes and interactions between 
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treatment plants. The following table illustrates the expansion 
of the operations ofthe company between the years 1965 and 
1975: 

Copper production, tonnes 
N umber of shafts and open pits 
Number of coocentrates 
Metallurgical treatment plants 

1965 
-360000 

8 
11 

3 

1975 
,......500 000 

16 
18 
6 

Coocentra tes of copper 'sulphide' and copper 'oxide' are 
produced from the mines of ClLiogola, Rokana and Konkola 
Division~. A pyrite concentrate, cOlltaining some ooppe:r, is 
also produced from Nampundwe Mine, si tuated near Lrulaka, 
and is used to control the Cu:Fe:S ratio in matte. 

A smelter consisting of reverberatory furnaces and con· 
vertcrs is situated at Rokana Division. Additional facilities 
at this Division are a refinery, consisting of a tankhouse and 
furnaces, and a TORCO plant. Facilities for leaching and 
roast /leaching, integrated with an elcctrowinning: tankhouse, 
are located at tile Chingola Division. 

A low-grade I~cb plant is being built also at Chingola 
Division 10 treat tail ings arisings, stockpiled tailings and 
s tockpiled low-grade conceotmtcs. The first stage of operation 
of this plant is scheduled for 1971, and the copper will be 
recovered by cementation. The second s tage of operation is 
scheduled for 1974 and the copper wilt be recovered by solvent 
extractioojelectrowinning. 

Further flexibility in operations is provided by exchange or 
toll treatment of smelter and leach con(;tntrates with the 
plants of Roan Consolidated Mines, Limited, which are also 
located on the Copperbelt. 

EX P ER I ENCE WlTH TH E 
THI RD-GENERATI ON SYSTEM, 
A PART- LP SYSTEM 

The following were the notable features of the third-generation 
system, which was described by Williams, et at (1970): 

"'Head, tAssistant Head, trlant Metall\1rgist, Minmet Services, 
Centralised Services Division, Ncha.niB Consolidated Copper 
Mines. Limited, Kitwe, Zambia. 



The models of the metallurgical processes were written as 
separate mathematical models outside the linear programming 
matri.'I:. The calculation of concentrate atisings was performed 
using a multi-term exponential expression based on probability 
theory. For each incremental grade of concentrate produced 
from this model a 'u:catment classification' was calculated. 
The trcatrucnt classification was tbe incremental result in 
recovered copper and its cost of recovery in a metallurgical 
treatment plant. The models of the treatment plants consisted 
of theoretical stoichiometric and thermodynamic relation
ships descriptive of tbe processes. Linear prograollning was 
used to optimi;le the routing of concentrates to the treatment 
plants based on the treatmeot classificat ions and with respect 
to an objective function of maximum profitability. Towards 
the end of the life-time of the third.generation system an 
extensive set of management reports was incorporated. One 
of the more important contributions of the system to the 
experience of the company was the concept of 'treatment 
classification'. This concept was also described by Williams 
(1970). 

Three yean; of experience in operatwg the system showed 
several disadvantages, (he most sisniOcant being that the 
system required a multiplicity of data files of different formats. 
This resulted in a system which was time-consuming to 
opemte and to maintain. Development work was also affected, 
because the lime required for the incorporation of new models 
was prohibitive. The complex models had not achieved 
generality of application, and frequent updating of parameters 
was required. Updating of parameters was difficult because 
data (0 check ihe equations were 110t always available from 
the plants. To obtain such data would have required plant 
test work which was not possible. 

The use of post-optimal procedures was curtailed because 
the majority of the parameters or interest could not be 
studied by simple LP parametric revision. n revisiou of a 
metallurgical parameter was required, it was necessary to 
repeat the whole calculation sequence of the system. It was 
possible 10 investigatc concentrate routing using post-optima! 
revisions. 

These disadvantages eventually pL-ecipitated dcvelopment 
of a system more suitable to the requirements of management 
and the availability of computer services and p lant data. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE 
FOURTH· GENERATION SYSTEM, 
A FULL LP SYSTEM 

De~"/(lpment 

An evaluation was made of tho sys(em requirements in 
corijunctioD with an IBM cO!1SUltajlt 0)1 linear programming. 
The cvaluation gave particular consideration to thc availability 
of plal,t data and the availability of personnel in the user and 
service departments. Eventually, it was decided to develop a 
system in which only linear programming was used. The 
full LP system would be characteriLe<l as follows: 

(i) The user department would do a ll design, coding and 
mainte.nance of the LP and report systems. 

(ii) The system could be expanded or altered quickly because 
of the speed and simplicity of coding, in conjunction 
with the automatic data file-ha ndling feature of the LP 
package. 

(iii) Execution time on the computer would be reduced. 

(iv) Use of post-optimal procedures would not be com
promised by the system design. 
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(v) n le linear equations developed for the models would be 
simple and supported by the available plant data. 

(vi) A comprehensive set of management reports would be 
produced using an LP report language. 

Models 

A diagrammatic representation of the matrix showing 
nominal stmcture is given in Fig. J. It is seen that virtually 
every equation is of an equality type. Tins arises from struc
turing the equations as mass bAlances of the type, input 
minus output equals zero. Plant constraints arc sometimes 
carried as right hand sides rather Ulao as bounds. 

Certain coefficients, expecially those which characterize a 
process and have constant values, are assigned permanently 
to the matrix. All coefficients which repeat are duplicated 
from the input by a subroutine and assigned to the matrix. 
This assignment subroutine nl~o calculates flotation head 
grades and assigns the flotation coefficients. The flotation 
coefficients have been established for each concentrator, 
typically for a range of head grades of '1.2 to 2.8 per cent CU 
in st.eps of 0.1 per cent Cu. This type of flotation model is 
feasible because mining tOOllages and ~rades are fixed inputs. 
(In a nother paper at this Synlposium, Splaine, et ol (1972) 
describe the development of a system which can consiller 
variable mining.) 

The eqnations shown ill Fig. I iltustrate the way the plants 
have been modclled. Comparison with the equivalent cal_ 
culation in the third-generation system gives an assessment 
of the relative merits of the two systems. 

Key equations in the revcrborutory furnace model deal with 
slag composition and limeroc'k reqllirement, coal requirement 
for smelting, and matte composition and pyrite requirement. 

The slag composition and limecock requircmellt calculation 
in the third-generation model was based on a variant of the 
' modified viscosity ratio' of Higgins and Iones as described 
by WiWarns., et 01 (1970). T his model did not give resul ts in 
line witb the slag compositions and lime rock requirements of 
plaut practice. 

A new calculation was derived for the fomth-generation 
system from a study made of historical slag composition 
data based on ternary composition diagrams, mineralogical 
analysis of slags, theory of slag chemistry and factor aualysis. 
1t was found that the slag composition could be defined by 
the following relationship, wbich is called 'slag number': 

wt. % SiO~ 
Slag No. = __ -;;-;-=-::--,--:c-:::-::--'--___ -cc~-c 

wl. %PeO + wt. %CaO + wL %MgO 

The historicaL variation of the slag number is only slight. 
Use of the slag numt:w.r e.xpressioll to ptedict the lime rock 
requirement should give slag compoSitions and !imerock usage 
which arc comparable with plant practice. This calculation 
is shown in Fig. 1 by equations 20 to 24. This illustrates a case 
where moving from a theoretical to an empirical relationship 
was an improvement. 

Prediction of coal requirement is a different case in which 
certain desirable information is lost in the change from 11 
theoretical to an empirical calculation. In the third-generation 
system the coal requirement W'dS obtained through a classical 
thermodynamic hcal baIancecalculat ion including an empirical 
heat loss tenn. A simple fuel ratio calcuJation is used in the 
fourth-generation system, shown in Fig. I as equation 10. 
The disadvantage associatcd with t\ fuel ratio-type ca!· 
culation relates to the use of tonnage oxygen and its 
replacement effect on coal. Assessment of the replacement 
effect was a natural part of the detailed thermodynamic heat 
balance calculation. Its assessment with the fuel ratio approach 
requires a 'base fuel ratio' derived from plant practice. 



Plant practice will change as a result of the use of (onnage 
ox.ygen because the smelting efficiency will increase. This 
means that the base fuel ratio obtained before the use of 
tonnage ox.ygen will no longer be valid. The base fuel ratio 
cannot be re-established because a full-scale plant test would 
be required, which is not possible. Assessment of the oxygen 
replacemenl effect requires a calculation independent of fud 
ratio. 

with sufficient sulphur to form CuaS. Acid-soluble copper is 
assuroed not to be combined wilh sulphur. 

Another case is illustrated by the calculation of matte 
composition and pyrite requirement. In this example the 
tbeoretical aod empirical calculations are linear and identical. 
The calculation is nominally shown by equations I1 to 19 in 
Fig. 1. The principles of the calculation are as follows : 

The sulphur required for the acid-soluble copper to form 
Cu~ is obtained by reaction with PeS in thc matte. The iron 
participating in this reaction reports to slag. The copper 
concentrates in total are generally sulphur-deficient and 
pyrile is used to make up the sulphur deficit. The amouut of 
sulphur reporting to matte from each concentrate is lhe 
contained sulphur up to the amount equivalent to the acid
insoluble copper as Cu~ and the iron as FeS. Sulphur 
contained in a concentrate in excess to this amount is assumed 
not to be available to matte. 

Thus matte consists of: 

(i) CUtS equivalent to the total copper charged, 
(ii) FeS equivalent to the total FeS charged, and 

Concentrates of copper 'sulphide', copper 'oxide' and pyrite 
are charged to the reverberatory furnace for smelting to a 
matte consisting of CulS and PeS. Copper is present in the 
concentrates in two forms, acid-insoluble and acid-soluble. 
Acid-insoluble copper is assumed to be combined already 

(Hi) a negative amount of PeS equivalent to tile acid-soluble 
copper charged, which requires sulphidizing. 

NOM[HlL ST~uCTUP;E OF THE MAr~n FOil. THE fOURH! GENEI'.HICN SY5T£~ 
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A further case is illustrated by the lime requirement 
calculation in the !eacb plant model. TIle third-generation 
model predicted a lower lime usage ttun plant records 
indicated. The problem was not olle of inapplicability of 
theory, but of dissimilarity between the actual situation and 
the situation modelled. The fact was that lime addition was 
measured so crudely as to preclude satisfactory modelling of 
any type. In the fourth-generation system lime prediction is 
simply the long-term average of reponed lime additions. 

Model verification 

The models may be verified in several ways. FirsUy, the 
model must be able to duplicate the reported outputs 
starting from reported inputs. 10 empirical moods this is 
simply a matter of calculating llle required coefficients 10 
relate input to output. This procc:ss is repeated for several 
sets of data, and the average coeffICients determined. 

The average coefficients are used with the reported input and 
comparison made between calculated and reported outputs. 
Comparisons are made on the original sets of data and 
continuing for each new month's data set. This gives a 
measure of the accuracy of the mooel. An average difference 
between calculatod and n:ported output of less than three 
pet cent is considered acceptable. Any item with a larger 
difference than this is examined to determine whether the 
coefficient or the calculation should be altered. 

Another test of V"ol.lidity of the models can be obtained by 
comparison of the treatment classificatioos from the third
and fourth-generation systems. This gives a comparison 
between the 'metallurgical logic' of the two systems. The 
treatment classification was tba normal output from the 
third-generation system. A 'treatment classification' can be 
obtained from the fourth-generation system as one of the 
post-optimal procedures. TIle post-optimnl procedure involved 
is the transfonnation of a variable to give a representation 
of the variablo in terms of the current b3sJs. Tbe variable must 
not be in the basis and the result is the effect on the current 
solution of a change by one unit of actiyjty iD the Iloll-basis 
variable. This effect on the solution is the 'treatment 
classitlcation'. It can also be called th.e sensitivity of the 
solution to the non-basic variable and can be used to 
establish the relationship between accuracy of input data and 
accuracy of prcdiction. 

Report generator and control languages 

One of the policies in the construction of the fourth
generation system was that a comprehensive set of management 
reports was eequired. This policy was based 00 the experieoce 
that management acceptance developed only when tbe 
resuUs of the system were presented in familiar fonnats 
permitting personal evaluation. Seven teen reports are produced. 
detailiog tlie mining, metallurgical and cost infonnation from 
the systertl. 

An LP report-generator language is used to produce the 
management reports. This special-purpose language for writing 
management reports from LP data files enables the report 
sub-system to be developed parallel to the models. 

In order to utilize all the features of the LP report 
language, row and column mnemonics require a certain 
structure. The characters of the mnemonics are used to 
permit the data to be referenced by calegories relevant to a 
given management .report. As an e:tample, the mnemonics 
could be structured with the first character specifying origin of 
concentrate, the second to fifth characters specifying type of 
coucentrate and the sixth and seventh characters specifying 
the type of treatment. 

The LP report-generator language is also used to create 
data sets for revision to the matrix. These data sets contain 

the coefficients for the flotation models, al1 repeated co
efficienls, and certain logic decisions.. "Using the LP report
generator language in this way has had an important impact 
OD the system by reducing significantly the volume of input 
data. the preparation time and the experience required to 
operate the system. 

The LP Control Languago is used lo produce the conu'ol 
program which directs the execution of the system on the 
computer. The experience of one year's operation has shown n 
particularly suitable wny of using the Control Langunge to 
achieve a balance between t1cxibility, coding experience 
required and system storage requirements. 

It was found tbat la rge segments of the control programs 
performed functions which were required for every fUll. 

These segments or modules have been written to the system 
library as named routines and are called in the control program 
by name only. 

This type of operation reduces signil1cantly the numbe~ of 
statemenls in a typical C<lntl"o.1 progeam, which also makes the 
overall logic of the control program easier to follow. It has 
been possible to retain the control program as input with each. 
job allowing necessary revision foe speciat funclions to be 
easily made by relatively inexperienced people. 

Time a"J manpower reqlJircmcnls 

The timetab1e foe an operational system is shown below. 
BetWl.!Cn two aod three people were involved full-time on 
dovcJopment of this system during {he indicated period of 
one and onc-half years. 

Models and reports 

Start 
Smelter refining 
High-grnde ieadl/electrowinning 
Low-grade leach/ccl1li!fltation 
Low-grade leach/solvent extraction 
Mining 
Flo tation 
Coefficient assignment 
Cost model 

Date operational 

March,1970 

August, 1970 

November, 1970 

May. 1971 

August, 1971 

At present the LP matrix is 700 rows by 800 columns. TIle 
computer used is an IBM 360/65 with a 110 K partition from 
a total of 512 K core. The CPU time typically required is 
distributed as follows: 

Job set:-op and other auxiliary procedures 40 seconds 
Coefficient assignment 50 s.ewnru 
LP solution 160 seconds 
Management reports 110 seconds 

TOTAL 360 seconds 

In comparison, the third-generation system had an LP of 
321 rows by 433 coluilUls, typical CPU time for the execution 
of this system on the same computer was 600 seconds, aod 
tbe minimum core requirement was J 74 K. 

At the present time the Mining and Metallurgical Services 
Department processes per month about 50 jobs Oil 
development, 50 jobs on production and about 10 hours of 
CPU time are used. Present starr commitments arc two 
eoginccIS on development work and two engineers on 
productioll work. 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

The foul"lh-generation system can be regarded only as a 
short- and medium-range planning tool, because it works 
from fixed mine plans rcpresenting Single-time periods. The 
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Mining and MetaJlurgical Services Departmenr is now 
developing a model of variable mining utilizing Mixed 
Integer Programming. For shoft-range planning, for periods 
of one to lhree years, there is no requiremollt for such a 
model, sinoo mine pJans are fixed relative to tbe development 
which has already been capitalized. For 10ng-TUnge planning, 
for periods greater than three years, such a model would be 
used to optimizc timing of new mining projects in relation 
to the metallurgical treatment capacities. 

Devoloping from (he work described by Splaine, et al (1972), 
it is intended (0 investigate a multi-time period, LP/MIP 
system, because of the speed and ease of bandling of data 
in a system of this type. A start has also been made on the 
development of a scheduling system for the Zambian copper 
industry in co-opemtion with Roan Consolidated Mines, 
Limited. This system has been built in a similar way to the 
fourth-generation system. 
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